Temporal bone computed tomography in the preoperative evaluation for cochlear implantation.
High resolution computed tomography of the temporal bone is performed routinely in the preoperative evaluation for cochlear implantation. A retrospective review was performed to determine the effect of these studies. The clinical significance was determined through consultation with the referring otolaryngologist and review of the operative reports. Twelve examinations were reviewed. Abnormalities were identified in 12 of the 24 ears examined (eight of 12 patients studied). In two patients the CT examination strongly influenced the selection of the ear to be implanted. In four additional cases information felt to be useful in preoperative planning was provided. Useful information related to potential complications with the mechanical insertion of the electrode apparatus. We conclude that temporal bone abnormalities are common in the population undergoing cochlear implantation and that high resolution temporal bone CT is essential in preoperative evaluation. The CT scan should be interpreted with adequate knowledge of the operative procedure to evaluate any possible barriers to the mechanical insertion of the internal components of the system.